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Why are we studying mobile processes ?

How to utilise this kind of raw efficiently, particularly if it has to be collected from small 

scattered sources?

some raw materials for example BSG cannot even be stored for long time ? 

For forest biomass the utilisation of the hard to transport parts like branches for energy 

products would often also be sustainable from environmental point of view

Could we move the machine or process instead of moving biomass to one location ?

Forest residues Wheat straw Brewer Spent grains
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Background
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Designs and actual mobile units developed in the 
Mobile Flip project

Source: Nyström (2016)  

Generally the size of the mobile 
processes studied is such that the 
equipment can be easily moved or fitted 
into a few containers
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More information of the evaluated cases

Product Possible by

product

MF technology Raw material Country

Metallurgical coal Liquid distillate

heat

Slow pyrolysis Forest residues/bark Finland

Particle boards

raw material

Pellets (milled) Forest residues/saw

dust

France

Soil amendment

material

Liquid distillate

heat

Slow pyrolysis Forest residues Finland

Agricultural biomass
(Wheat straw)

France

Liquid byproduct HTC Agricultural biomass

Torrefaction Agricultural biomass

Energy Pellets
(fuel for large scale

furnaces)

Forest residues / 

bark

Sweden

Torrefaction Forest residues Sweden

HTS (to be

specified)

wheat straw France

Activated carbon

raw material

Liquid distillate

heat

HTC BSG Finland
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Analysis of business 
environment and business 
scenarios
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Strengths of Mobile Processes

Presently not effectively used scattered biomass possibly with 
a low price could be utilised in mobile units 

Mobile processes are typically quite small in terms of 
production capacity and therefore they have 
Have a much lower investment cost than larger size plants 

 therefore it would be possible even for more actors (SME:s to start 
business in biomass refining )

Due to the smaller product volumes it could be possible to use the 
main products and by-products for smaller markets possibly with better 
product prices for example soil improvement agent for home gardens 
instead of bigger markets bulk products.
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Weaknesses of Mobile Processes

More costly per unit of product to convert biomass to product in a 
small unit than in a bigger scale plant 

generally if the capacity of the production plants increases 10 times  ( and 
therefore also the income from production ) the investment cost of the 
plant only increases about 4 times.

In addition the labour needed for a 10 times bigger plant might not be 
significantly  different compared to the smaller plant so the labour cost is 
also much higher per ton of product for the smaller plant

Nowadays however it is possible due to distant operation to reduce the 
needed manpower 

Mobile processes are most suitable for utilisation of scattered 
raw material sources, not the optimal solution to produce a 
product which can be made also in larger scale plants.
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Analysis of Business Environment from Slow Pyrolysis Case
DIMENSIONS

FOR SLOW

PYROLYSIS

ENVIRONMENTAL

PERFORMANCE

ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE

SOCIAL 

IMPACTS

TECHNOLOGY 

PERFORMANCE

LEGISLATION 

ISSUES

STRENGHTS Environmental benefits: 

bio-char replaces fossil 

based products

Low CAPEX compared 

to industrial size units

High quality product

Biochar hype

Close to a working unit

High quality product

OPPOR-

TUNITIES

Carbon sequestration 

(carbon credits)

High economical 

potential for liquids: 

plant protection

Carbon sequestration 

(carbon credits)

Many potential 

applications for biochar

RAUSSI concept

Need for technologies 

to overcome 

environmental threats 

like “Sahara-case”

WEAKNESSES Diesel based system 

reduces sustainability

Sustainable extraction 

rates of biomass (e.g. 

forest residue)

Low capacity in mobile 

production

Operation in small scale 

-> high labor cost

No application ready for 

liquids

Biochar hype

Low capacity in mobile 

production

THREATS PAH in biochar Other Mobile Flip 

processes give better 

revenues from the same 

raw materials

PAH in biochar

Work organization 

due to 2 or 3 shifts

Raw material quality (in 

mobile units)

Legislation, barriers, 

REACH

PAH in biochar
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Analysis of Business Environment from Hydrothermal Carbonisation Case
DIMENSIONS

FOR HTC

ENVIRONMENTAL

PERFORMANCE

ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE

SOCIAL 

IMPACTS

TECHNOLOGY 

PERFORMANCE

LEGISLATION 

ISSUES
STRENGHTS flexible with raw materials

(also high wet content 

r.m)

flexible with raw materials

(also high wet content r.m

no special training, for rural 

areas

no special 

training, for rural 

areas

flexible with raw materials

(also high wet content 

r.m)

no special training, for 

rural areas

favouring bioproducts

OPPORTUNITIES carbon sequestration

treating complex waste 

streams

high value applications

companies are actively looking 

ways to use (wet) side and 

waste streams

bioeconomy 

boom

high value applications

wet oxidation an 

opportunity

treating complex waste 

streams

strict env. regulations for 

fossil based products

WEAKNESSES cannot be automated - needs 

employer

energy needs to warm up high 

wet content

remaining liquid phase can be 

recycled but not reused

cannot be automated -

needs employer

remaining liquid phase 

can be recycled but not 

reused

THREATS competition on r.m competition on r.m

MobileFlip context give better 

revenue for other processes

Entering the markets needs 

more commitment

working safety 

questions with 

waste sludge 

type r.m

Entering the markets 

needs more commitment

High PAH products can 

prevent use of biocarbon

the economy of HTC 

process in small mobile 

unit might be 

challenging. 

OPEX/CAPEX depends 

on the product
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Further analysis of Business Environment with Porters 
5 forces analysis

The purpose is to analyse how attractive the market using selected 
raw material for different biocarbon product based on following 
factors:

1. Competition in the industry;

2. Potential of new entrants into the industry;

3. Power of suppliers;

4. Power of customers;

5. Threat of substitute products.

Source: Porter's 5 Forces | Investopedia 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/porter.asp#ixzz5FXckBp22 
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Competition in the industry for using the following raw 
materials
Scattered forest residues: 

One competing technology METER is a chipper car which transport the 
chips to district heating terminals

They can use garden size sources and they can offers chips to district 
heating terminal with a price of roughly 20 eur /bulk m3

However chips from lower quality wood such as branches are often too 
small to work properly in district heating terminals burners 

Also there is not probably demand all year for wood chips in district 
heating terminal  

For BSG for small scale breweries

BSG is typically used for cattle feed or for biogas production which could 
can generate steam needed in the brewery

Also there is the option to dewater BSG with a press and mix it with 
wood and combust the mixture to produce heat
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Potential of new entrants into the industry and Power of Suppliers

Potential of new entrants into the industry:
For lower CAPEX technologies it is easier for new players to enter the market 

than for bigger scale plants 

However it is quite difficult to develop new mobile processes without  
significant R&D effort that would be more profitable than the existing ones

Power of Suppliers of raw material:
For Forest biomass:

The use of scattered biomass resources are often limited and the main 
application is firewood for own use or use in district heating terminals 

BSG

The BSG has to be treated someway in relatively short time if the BSG is not 
dried

Wheat straw

Farmers are not always willing to give away wheat straw 
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Power of customers and treat of substitute products

Power of Customers

For biochar products (soil amendment carbon, reducing agent in metal 
industry and raw material for activated carbon) the customers can 
generally quite freely choose if they wish to use this product or not

If by product heat from slow pyrolysis would be sold to a heat production 
company or other industry the heat could we a quite desired product if 
competing options to use oil etc. for peak demand would be more 
expensive

Treat of Substitute Products

Biochar product can in most cases be related with other products such as 
hydrogen, syngas, using more fertiliser which have varying degree of 
sustainability
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Economic calculations
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Comparison of the techno-economic performance of 
two cases:

1) Production of biochar for air dried forest residues 
with slow pyrolysis at biomass terminal

 2) production of biochar from softwood bark 
including drying 
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Input Parameters for Forest Residues Case

Economic Parameters
Costs data of inputs

products and wastes
Bank Loan Duration 15 years Biomass Feed 71 €/ton as received

Technical Lifetime 15 Years Electricity In 40 €/MWh

Interest rate 7 % Heat In 20 €/MWh

Operating hours 5 000 hours/year Labour 60 000 €/FTE/year

Startup time 0,01 years Biochar 600 €/ton

Labour 1 FTE Liquid distillate 200,00 €/ton

Maintenance 5 % of capex Heat sold 20,00 €/MWh

Working Capital 58 k€ Ash Disposal 10 €/ton

CAPEX 500 k€

Technical parameters Product yields

Biomass Feed As Received 0.40 t/h

Biomass Humidity 25 % Biochar mass yield 34 %

Ash content (dry basis) 0,03 Liquid distillate mass yield 10 %

LHV dry basis 0 % moisture 19 MJ/kg Heat yield sold 0.44 MWh/ ton dry matter  in feedstock

Extra wood for heating 0.00 t/h

Electricity demand 0.032 MW

Heat demand 0.0 MW
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Results for Forest Residues Case

Economic

Calculation Costs

Labour 60 k€/year

Maintenance 25 k€/year

Electricity Costs 6 k€/year

Heat costs 0,00 k€/year

Biomass costs 142 k€/year

Total operating 

costs 233 k€/year

Start-up 2 k€

Annuities Loan 62 k€/year

Total Av Annual 

Costs 294 k€/year

Product Sales
Biochar 310 k€/year

Liquid distillate 30,00 k€/year

Heat sold 13,20 k€/year

Total Annual Revenues 354 k€/year

Economic Gains

Calculation

Annual profit 60 k€/year

Payback time ~8 years
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Input Parameters for Bark Case

Economic Parameters
Costs data of inputs

products and wastes
Bank Loan Duration 15 years Biomass Feed 10 €/ton as received

Technical Lifetime 15 Years Electricity In 40 €/MWh

Interest rate 7 % Heat In 20 €/MWh

Operating hours 5 000 hours/year Labour 60 000 €/FTE/year

Startup time 0.01 years Coal 600 €/ton

Labour 2 FTE Liquid distillate 200,00 €/ton

Maintenance 5 % of capex Heat sold 20,00 €/MWh

Working Capital 49 k€ Ash Disposal 10 €/ton

CAPEX 750 k€

Technical parameters Product yields

Biomass Feed As Received 0.67 t/h

Biomass Humidity 55 % Coal mass yield 39 %

Ash content (dry basis) 0.03 Liquid distillate mass yield 10 %

LHV dry basis 0 % moisture 19 MJ/kg Heat yield sold 0.10 MWh/ ton dry matter  in feedstock

Extra wood for heating 0.00 t/h

Electricity demand 0.032 MW

Heat demand 0.0 MW
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Results for Bark Case

Economic

Calculation Costs

Labour 120 k€/year

Maintenance 25 k€/year

Electricity Costs 6 k€/year

Heat costs 0.00 k€/year

Biomass costs 32 k€/year

Total operating 

costs 195 k€/year

Start-up 2 k€

Annuities Loan 88 k€/year

Total Av Annual 

Costs 283 k€/year

Product Sales
Bio carbon 351 k€/year

Liquid distillate 30,00 k€/year

Ash Disposal 0.33 k€/year

Heat sold 3.0 k€/year

Total Annual Revenues 387 k€/year

Economic Gains

Calculation

Annual profit 105 k€/year

Payback time 7 years
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The effect of different variables on the profitability

Biocoal price
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Calculation Method and Cases for Comparison  of Production 
cost for Biochar product for Mobile and Non Mobile Process

Enable comparison of different biochar prices for various products 
and markets 

Cases: 

Basic case: ( same value of heat)

Mobile Process

Non –Mobile Process assumed to be 20 times bigger and labor cost to be 
twice higher than in Mobile Plant

Optimised case

Mobile Process selling heat with high price to district heat terminal

Non –Mobile Process assumed to be 20 times bigger and labor cost to be 
twice higher than in Mobile Plant but low value of byproduct heat
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The Production Cost of Biochar Illustrating the Effect of 
Plant capacity 
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Optimised Case

Mobile Plant Non Mobile 20 x larger

eur/t eur/t

CAPEX 118,9 35,9

Labor cost 115,9 11,6

Raw material 205,1 205,1

Insurance 48,3 14,6

Electricity 12,3 12,3

By Product distillate -58,0 -58,0

Heat -151,99 -38,0

Totally 290,6 183,5
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Conclusion of Economical Analysis for Slow Pyrolysis

Mobile biochar production could be economically feasible at least 
when the value of biochar product is higher than approximately 500 
eur /t.

The business case when biochar is produced while selling by-product 
heat to small customer with a high price seems promising 

Possibly we could utilise the small chips non suitable for heat terminal 
burners

We could get more flexibility to heat production by using mobile unit

Possibly the labour for district heat terminal could also operate the slow 
pyrolysis unit 

Possibly we could also move the mobile unit from location from another according to the 
heat demand district heat terminal, industry
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HTC Case production costs 
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Conclusions for HTC

HTC case difficult to reach good enough profitability excepts for really 
high value carbon products such as supercapacitors, activated carbon 
substitues

The HTC process is more suitable for larger scale and treating wet 
feedstocks such as sludge for pulp mills waste water treatment plants

For HTC process extra heat input is needed unlike in slow pyrolysis
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